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President’s Message

Regional Transit
Expansion:
Sound Transit 3
When:

Tuesday, January 12
Lunch & Presentation
11:30 AM – 1:30 PM
Where: Anthony’s Beach Café
Topic:
Sound Transit 3
Speakers: David Beal, Sound Transit,
Planning and Development
Director
Lunch available if RSVP by Friday, January 08
to Carla Nasr at itewaregister@gmail.com
See EVENTS CALENDAR for information.
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Very recently I had the opportunity to
do something I rarely do; have an indepth discussion on social media. A
friend had liked a petition to do away
with the I-405 toll lanes. It was his way
of venting his frustration of how the
regional transportation agency had
designed and now operating the freeway
system. I tried to resist. I’m sure I
could have just picked up the phone and
Paul Cho
meet him for coffee to discuss. But
ITE-WA President
typing a few paragraphs on my iPhone
was a lot easier. He initially stated that
he doubted anything would come of the petition, but felt it was
the right thing to do. Besides, we would have an audience of our
peers viewing the debate as we worked through our “beefs” with
the system.
I’m sure you can guess how the conversation went with opening
remarks of how blind and stupid the new facility was and how it
was only for the benefit of affluent drivers at the expense of the
general public. This was countered by quoting volume trends,
capacity, level of service and friction factors. Both of us had great
arguing points. But neither of us was ready to throw in the towel.
And we finally concluded with an agreement to disagree. But this
See Presidents Message (next page)

CALL FOR PHOTOS FOR ITE-WA WEBSITE
We’re looking for photos of projects suitable for use on the ITEWA website. These should preferably be multi-modal in nature
and capture the greatness of Washington State.

Please send photos to Sherief Elbassuoni at
she@dksassociates.com by February 12, 2016.
Photo by Ed Aristo – Sea-Tac Lighting & Controls
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Section News
President’s Message
(continued)
really reinforced what’s been
happening in our region for a very
long time. While we have made
great efforts in engineering and
enforcement, we have really failed
in the area of education.

transportation professional, I’ve had
years of experience and training in
geometric design and demand
management. But if I can only
scratch the surface of answering my
friend’s question, then how can the
general public be expected to
understand and not only accept but
support the change?

December’s training meeting in case
you missed it), but how much of the
public is aware of what it is, what
are the components and why is it
important? Only a small percentage
of people understand that
convenience for SOVs is on the
chopping blocks in an urban
environment if the region is
expected to experience continued
growth.

The very basis of customer service
This is only one example of a great
is to serve our customers. It is not
need in our profession. Not only
to just calculate the correct formula
In last
and execute
month’s
because it is the
No matter how great a system is, if it is not understood
Newsletter,
most efficient.
I mentioned
by the public, eventually it will run into friction. The
While we have
reaching out
made great strides
friction will eventually slow forward motion and
to our
in working out the
eventually roll back the effectiveness of the system.
circle of
physical design
influence of
criteria of the
family and
roadway, we have
should we seek out training for our
friends; to remind them of taking an
spent much less effort in reaching
own professional development, we
active role in their personal safety
out to the users. No matter how
should also take that same effort
on the roads and sidewalks. But this
great a system is, if it is not
levels in educating users of the
needs to be propelled forward with
understood by the public,
system. Advertise the information
an institutional effort on education if
eventually it will run into friction.
much like a great movie or an
we are to gain the support of our
The friction will eventually slow
electronic device is engraved in our
leaders. They represent the will of
forward motion and eventually roll
brains as the must have. Maybe
the public. If we are unable to
back the effectiveness of the
we've been stigmatized that is not an
educate the public, how can we
system.
appropriate use of transportation
expect them to know how to
The general public, like my friend,
funding. But isn't it?
properly use the system and even
wants to strike a balance between
I don’t know that a media blitz of
vote for funding for improvements?
societal needs with his personal
graphic depiction of injuries
Just like my friend, the general
convenience. In order for him to
sustained in crashes is necessarily
public wants to do what’s right. But
give up his personal convenience,
the best idea but it can be one of
they are not willing to give up any
there had better be a very strong
many tools in the transportation
more of their time or finances unless
supporting argument. Providing the
education toolbox. Possibly another
they understand the exact impacts
general statement that the toll lanes
tool could be media ads that provide
to society and especially themselves.
will improve the reliability of the
useful information in terms of
We owe it to the users to provide
freeway at a nominal cost to the
reducing injury potentials for
that information in a communication
general users while maintaining
pedestrians and bicyclist. Many of us
form that they can understand. I'm
existing capacity of the general
know and understand the Target
not condoning rants on Facebook or
purpose lanes is not only
Zero effort (which we received a
insufficient support but all but
great information during
Presidents Message (next page)
sounds like an outright lie. Being a
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Section News
President’s Message
(continued)
other platforms as the way to go.
And maybe we as transportation
practitioners are not necessarily the
right people to bring this
information forward. One example
could be to devote a percentage of
project or system funding to employ
the help of experts in the field of
marketing, advertisement and
education to launch campaigns that
bring in engineering, law
enforcement, licensing, schools,
private companies to bring
information to the users to ensure
they are on board and are active
participants and supporters of how
the system is to be operated and
maintained. This is not necessarily
engineering by committee, but
rather eduction to small groups and
the general public to raise their
understanding and comfort.
Otherwise, it is solely the
congregation of angry citizens that
ban together to tear down good
solid planning and engineering
because it loses the trust of the
users.
During my discussion with my friend,
a true alternative to driving alone
that isn't forced upon the public was
desired. One of those options could
be Sound Transit's ST3 package that
will be the focus of our January
meeting in Edmunds. Please join us
as we learn about the expansion of
Sound Transit service from Pierce to
Snohomish County.
~ Paul Cho, President
Senior Traffic Operations Engineer
City of Redmond
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Scribe’s Report
This month, ITE members gathered
at the Beach Park Event Center in
Des Moines, WA excited to learn
about the latest news in
transportation safety. In all, 55
members enjoyed a warm breakfast
and listened to a group of great
speakers give an update on some of
the safety policies and guidelines in
the state.
After President Paul Cho welcomed
everyone to this day’s training,
Secretary Lynn Peterson started the

Commission. Darrin Grondel asked
the question of “why shouldn’t our
goal be zero fatalities and serious
injuries?” He presented some of the
goals of Target Zero – like looking
at both engineering and behavior,
implementing proven strategies and
basing decisions on data. Staci Hoff
then gave an overview of this data. It
was exciting to see that over the last
decade Washington State has
impressively reducing fatalities and
the trend upward over the last two
years is reason more to keep
pushing for the goal of zero.
WSDOT’s Ida Van Schalkwyk gave

In all, 55 members enjoyed a warm
breakfast and listened to a group of great
speakers give an update on some of the
safety polices and guidelines in the state.

morning reflecting on our latest
policies and budget. She used an
example of Highway 12 in Wisconsin
to emphasize the importance of
looking at the life cycle cost of a
project and remembering you can’t
engineer your way out of bad
behavior. Peterson also touched on
WSDOT’s Practical Solutions
approach and the need to ask why
and not just blindly apply standards.
Connecting Washington gave the
State $9.7 billion dollars over the
next 16 years so there are a lot of
exciting upcoming projects!
Next we heard about the latest on
Target Zero, Washington State's
Strategic Highway Safety Plan, from
the Washington Traffic Safety
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an overview of the Highway Safety
Manual and the upcoming update to
the document. There is some
exciting research going into the next
edition including more
considerations for human factors
and more examples. For anyone
interested in providing feedback, get
your comments ready!
And last, but certainly not least,
Toole Design’s Peter Lagerwey
concluded the morning full of talking
about safety with some design
practices for non-motorized
transportation design. He presented
some different guiding principles to
improve pedestrian and bicycle
Scribes Report (next page)
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Training & Careers
Scribes Report (continued)
safety – from speed to accessibility to aesthetics.
These design practices have become important part
of our state’s goal to strive for zero deaths and
serious injuries.
Have a safe 2016 everyone!
~ Darcy Akers – Scribe
City of Bellevue, ITS Engineer

Washington Transportation Professionals Forum
(WTPF)
www.wsdot.wa.gov/LocalPrograms/Traffic/WTPF.htm
The Washington Transportation Professionals Forum is a group of
local agency traffic, transportation, and public works engineers,
technicians, directors, managers, supervisors, planners, mayors,
clerks, council members, and related professionals. Partners of
local agencies such as other organizations, consultants, and
vendors are also members of the group. Members share
information and discuss ideas about traffic-and transportationrelated issues at free meetings, through a free email distribution
list, and through strong resulting connections in the professional
community.
WTPF meetings are organized and led by WSDOT Local
Programs but the group's focus is on local agency traffic- and
transportation-related issues. The group is owned by the
members.

Darcy Akers
ITE-WA Scribe

City of Bellevue
ITS Engineer

Scott Kuznicki, P.E.
ITE-WA Scribe

Director of Traffic
Engineering
Toxcel, LLC

Meetings
WTPF meets at least two times per year, once on each side of the
state. These free meetings are available by live webinar to reach
local agencies and their partners anywhere in the state.
Next Meeting
Our next meeting will be held in spring 2016. Please check back in
early 2016 for more details. Please join as a member to learn
more by contacting the Traffic Services Manager.

ITE-WA Membership

Washington State Dept. of Transportation’s Local
Technical Assistance Program (LTAP)

Renew or become an ITE-Washington Section
Member and enjoy connecting with others in our
industry. Personal interaction, growth, discussions,
interesting topics and social events make the
membership worthwhile.

LTAP Training Program provides local agencies access to relevant
training opportunities. LTAP sponsors its own courses, directly
targeting the training needs of local agencies receiving Federal
funding, as well as gathering information about other valuable
training.

Look for an email in early 2016 on renewing
your membership

Courses that are conducted by LTAP are specifically designed to
help educate Washington State local agencies working with the
Local Programs office and who are receiving Federal funds.

westernite.org/Sections/washington
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Events Calendar
ITE Washington
Dates are subject to change. Watch future newsletters for details and events.

2016
Jan 12
Feb 08
Mar 08
Apr 12
May 10
Jun TBD
Jun TBD
TBD

ITE-WA luncheon meeting – Sound Transit 3 Ballot Measure (details below)
ITE-WA/IMSA Conference & Exhibitor Show. Doubletree Hotel SeaTac
ITE-WA luncheon meeting (TBD)
ITE-WA luncheon meeting (TBD)
ITE-WA Student Night – Ivar’s Salmon House, Lake Union, Seattle
ITE-WA Annual Business meeting (TBD)
ITE-WA Terry Gibson Golf Classic #28 (TBD)
2016 ITE QUAD Conference – Washington State Area

Sound Transit 3 Ballot Measure
Speaker: David Beal, Sound Transit, Planning and Development Director
Please attend our January meeting where David Beal from Sound Transit will present on the
ST3 ballot measure. This measure proposes extending light rail service into Pierce and
Snohomish Counties among other exciting projects and new services.
David Beal manages Sound Transit’s Office of Planning & Development, with responsibility for
the agency’s long-range planning, the early development of many Sound Transit projects, the
agency’s research and policies, and the transit oriented development program.
In earlier roles at Sound Transit, David managed much of the technical work that supported
development of the ST2 (Sound Transit 2) Plan, the development of several Sounder
commuter rail stations, and was also a member of the staff who developed the first central
Puget Sound regional transit plan, known as Sound Move.
Before moving to the central Puget Sound region, David worked for Metra (the commuter rail
operator in the Chicago metropolitan area) and the City of Chicago. At the beginning of his
career, David worked on the Chicago heavy rail connections to both Midway and O’Hare
Airports, performing a variety of functions through the planning, environmental, design and
construction stages.
Menu: Seated lunch will be served. Please select your entree choice from the following menu:
1. Lemon Chicken
2. Garlic Prawns
3. Vegetable Marinara Pasta
Also, please select your dessert from the following 2 choices:
A. Chocolate Mousse
B. Burnt cream
All meals will be accompanied with a Caesar salad and coffee and tea.
Parking: Free
Cost: $30 for ITE-member
$35 for non-ITE member
$10 for Students
Please register with Carla Nasr at itewaregister@gmail.com by 3:00PM on Friday, January 8th.
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David Beal
Sound Transit
Planning and
Development Director
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Events Calendar (continued)
ITE & ITE Partners Events Calendar
Dates are subject to change. Watch future newsletters for details and events.

2016

Jul 10-13
Aug 14-17

WesternITE Annual Meeting – Albuquerque, New Mexico
ITE Annual Meeting – Anaheim, California

The evolution of early U.S. road
signs AC (after cars)

Sign of the Times

In 1922, representatives from Wisconsin, Indiana, and Minnesota toured several states in order to generate ideas for
uniform signs and street markings. They made it their goal to develop a system that matched unique shapes to specific
messages:
Round — Railroad crossing
• Octagon — Stop sign
• Diamond — Curve ahead
• Square — Caution or attention
• Rectangle — Mileage and speed limit signs
This would make signs more helpful in the nighttime, especially as drivers could
identify shapes before reading the signs' words.
•

All signs would be black text on a white background and 2 square feet in size.
These recommendations were presented in January 1923 to the Mississippi
Valley Association of State Highway Departments and later to the American
Association of State Highway Officials. They became the basis for the earliest
national standardization, which was made official in 1935.
A few decades of earnest confusion followed. It wasn't until 1948 that the
United States government made a concerted effort to simplify and standardize
each sign.
Fun fact: Stop signs were initially black and white, then yellow on red. The
invention of new fade-resistant material led to the adaptation of the now-iconic
white-on-red stop signs in 1954.
~ Provided by esurance.com

Old U.S. Route
Signs -1926
Image courtesy of the
University of Vermont
Landscape Change
Program and the
Vermont State Archives,
late 1920s or 1930s
date.
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Standard markers
Image courtesy of Dan McNichol, The Roads that
Built America, 2003.
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Yesteryears
In 1960,
Leavenworth was
a sleepy mill town
with a main street
of drug stores, a
bakery, and
taverns, in twoand three-story
brick buildings
from the turn of
the century.
Photographer
unknown. Negative
no. UW15492

Current day
Leavenworth.
The city struggled
until 1962, when
the Project LIFE
(Leavenworth
Improvement For
Everyone)
Committee was
formed to
transform the city
into a mock
Bavarian village to
revitalize its
economy. The
city had a major
street renovation
in 2008.
Photo courtesy of
Google Maps
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Yesteryears
Continuing Series. Reprinted with permission from ITE .org

T

DLHCá

fter the end of World War II, ITE
continued to grow as a
professional organization. In
1950, membership grew to
598 members.This was up from
approximately 100 members
just 10 years before. It also was
decided that the Headquarters
should be moved from the Bureau
of Highway Traffic in West Haven,
CT, to Washington, DC. The 1950s
continued to exhibit a surplus of
jobs for the few traffic engineers who were available.

• The Technical Council is formed.
• Membership nearly doubles in 10 years.
• Fred Hurd takes over as part-time Executive Secretary.

ITE International Presidents
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CrossWalks Nov 2015

https://crosswordhobbyis

CrossWalks for discriminating ITE members
CrossWalks)Nov)2015

https://crosswordhobbyist.com/87333

Puzzler: Ed)Aristo
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1

1 A)covered)channel
2 ParXcular)form)of)transportaXon,)such)as
automobile,)transit,)carpool,)ship)and)bicycle
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4 Water)from)rain,)sleet,)hall)and)snow

ng
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2

PRINT OUT
3

4

HAVE AN OFFICE CHANLLENGE!

5 Time)for)a)signal)to)go)through)all)phases
6 AcXviXes)that)assist)communiXes)help)harmonize
the)traﬃc)system
7 Light)sensor

e
ing

5

8 Black)viscous)mixture)of)petroleum)hydrocarbons
6

9 Flow)rate)of)cars)soon)a^er)green)light

7

12 Traﬃc)signal)'brain'

8

9
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14 Intelligent)TransportaXon)Systems
15 Roadway)lighXng)guide,)RP_)_)_)_)_

ents,

16 Water)moving)over)the)surface)of)the)ground

11

18 Agencies)serve

12

19 Highway)that)serves)major)traﬃc)movement
24 Luminaire)light)output
25 Basic)security)parking)lot)uniformity
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26 2015
A)long)line)of)cars
ossWalks Nov
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https://crosswordhobbyist.com/87333
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WORD)LIST: Across
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1 A)covered)channel

21
4 Water)from)rain,)sleet,)hall)and)snow

5 Time)for)a)signal)to)go)through)all)phases
22

6 AcXviXes)that)assist)communiXes)help)harmonize
the)traﬃc)system

23
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7 Light)sensor
8 Black)viscous)mixture)of)petroleum)hydrocarbons 25
12 Traﬃc)signal)'brain'

22 Division)of)land)area)into)districts

27
14 Intelligent)TransportaXon)Systems

23 Smaller)light)for)police

15 Roadway)lighXng)guide,)RP_)_)_)_)_

27 One)of)a)number)of)speciﬁc)proposals,)alignments,
opXons,)design)choices,)etc.)in)a)study.

16 Water)moving)over)the)surface)of)the)ground

9 Flow)rate)of)cars)soon)a^er)green)light
26

18 Agencies)serve

28

29

19 Highway)that)serves)major)traﬃc)movement
30

29 Used)to)move)snow)oﬀ)the)road

24 Luminaire)light)output

30 Time)between)buses

25 Basic)security)parking)lot)uniformity

CrossWalks)Nov)2015
ssWalks Nov 2015
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Puzzler: Ed)Aristo

https://crosswordhobbyist.com/87333

10/9/15, 2:00 PM

10/9/

CrossWalks
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Wise Tales
God made Civil Engineers
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This month’s ITE Member
is {CONTRIBUTOR}
10/9/15, 2:00contributor
PM
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26 A)long)line)of)cars
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19

220ParXcular)form)of)transportaXon,)such)as
automobile,)transit,)carpool,)ship)and)bicycle

21 A)highway)intersecXon)allowing)traﬃc)to)move
freely)from)one)road)to)another)without)crossing
another)lane)of)traﬃc

28 A)thin)coat)of)bitumen)laid)on)a)road

18

10/9/15, 2:02 PM

3 Rural)area)routes)serving)intraMcounty,)rather)than
PUBLIC
SNOWPLOW
statewide,)travel
QUAD
STORMWATER
10 ComputerMaided)design
QUANTITATIVE
TACK
11 Process)used)in)certain)economic,)costMbeneﬁt,
QUEUE
TATTLETALE
engineering)or)traﬃc)study)evaluaXons
RIPRAP
TWENTY
13 Traﬃc)lane)used)to)reduce)speed)before)turning
RPEIGHT
ZONING
17 Stones)used)to)protect)a)riverbank)or)its)bank)from
RUNOFF
scour
SATURATION
20 ITE)Group
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ITE-WA Support Advertisers

Edie@advancedtraffic.com

www.advancedtraffic.com

1122 Industry Street, Building A, Everett, WA 98203
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ITE-WA Support Advertisers
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ITE-WA Support Advertisers

REACH OUT AND SUPPORT
ITE-WASHINGTON.
January 2016
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ITE-WA Support Advertisers
I L L U M I N A T I O N ,

C O N T R O L S

&

P O L E

S O L U T I O N S

Approved

BREAKAWAY STREETSCAPE SOLUTIONS

LEOTEK LED GREEN COBRA
INDUSTRY LEADER

Approved

WEST SEATTLE BRIDGE

Sea-Tac Ligh>ng & Controls, LLC

BREAKAWAY STREETSCAPE
SOLUTIONS
206.575.6865
www.seatacligh>ng.com

ROADWAY DIVISION

LOW GLARE

Approved

ClearGuide
leads the way

BREAKAWAY STREETSCAPE SOLUTIONS

ClassicStyle featuring proprietary ClearGuide
Technology was specifically designed to mitigate
pixelization and glare commonly associated with
LED illumination. This breakthrough vertical light
engine allows ClassicStyle post top and bollard
luminaires to provide a full, comfortable glow.

H 600 (6 12)

ClearGuide Technology is vertically-mounted, and light is
distributed through a light guide with precision rings. This allows
light to be optimally distributed for maximum spacing and
target lumens without directly exposing viewers to the LEDs.
ClearGuide controls glare without compromising performance,
providing visual comfort and excellent facial recognition, to help
to enhance a sense of security in your city.

4

VISIT OUR
ITE/IMSA
BOOTHS
08 FEB
Philips Lumec

HAPCO 45
LEOTEK 48
STLC 46/47
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ITE-WA Section Business
ITE-WA SECTION BOARD - 2015-2016

President
Paul Cho, P.E., PTOE
Traffic Operations Engineer
City of Redmond
P.O. Box 97010
Redmond, WA 98073-9710
425-556-2751
pcho@redmond.gov

Vice President &
Treasurer
Mike Hendrix, P.E., PTOE
Project Manager
Perteet

Secretary
Susan Bowe, P.E, MPA
Traffic Services Programs
Manager

Immediate Past
President
Carter Danne, P.E., PTOE
Associate Civil Engineer

Washington State Dept.
of Transportation - Local
Programs Division

City of Seattle

P.O. Box 47390, Olympia,
WA 98504-7390

Seattle, WA 98124

Seattle, WA 98104
206-436-0515

360-705-7380

carter.danne@seattle.gov

mhendrix@perteet.com

BoweS@wsdot.wa.gov

505 5th Ave. S.
Suite 300

Newsletter Advertisements
Ads run from January through December. The cost of ads submitted during
the year will be prorated. Email graphics in jpg, png, or tif file format to:
Ed Aristo, Newsletter Editor itewaeditor@gmail.com
Send a check made out to “Institute of Transportation Engineers” for the ad
size you desire to: Mike Hendrix, ITE WA Vice President/Treasurer at the
above address. Please call Mike Hendrix at the above phone number to
instead pay using our square card reader or PayPal.

P.O. Box 34996

206-684-0817

2016 Annual Advertising Rates
Business Card Ad .................. $100
Quarter Page Ad .................... $250
Half Page Ad ............................ $500
Full Page Ad ......................... $1000

Newsletter Contact Information
Please let us know if your contact information changes so that you continue to receive monthly ITE WA announcements
and newsletters by email. To update your information, click on the Membership tab on the ITE WA website:
http://www.westernite.org/Sections/washington/index.htm.
Newsletter Comments and Article Submissions
If you have comments about this newsletter or have an interesting announcement, topic, or project to share, please
contact Ed Aristo, Newsletter Editor itewaeditor@gmail.com.
ITE WA Website
http://www.westernite.org/Sections/Washington/
Follow Us on Twitter! @ITE_Washington
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